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Hunger Cleanup.1990

Mary Helen Russell, Stacey Rector, and Kelly Pledger offer their assistance last Saturday at Memphis' first Hunger
Cleanup.

Rites of Spring: Sunshine Guaranteed

by Ashley Brian

Last Saturday seemed to be the first
true day of Spring but sunbathing was
not on the agendas of one hundred
students from Rhodes, Memphis State,
and Christian Brothers. March 31
marked Memphis' first HUNGER
CLEANUP sponsored by the National
Student Campaign Against Hunger
and Homelessness.

The HUNGER CLEANUP has
become the country's largest student
run volunteer event to aid the im-
poverished. In 1989 alone, 10,000
students from 200 campuses joined
together to raise $140,000 by clean-
ing up hundreds of neighborhoods. In
1990, Memphis area students joined
them.

With the help of Carolyn Sharp act-
ing as city coordinator in conjunction
with numerous other dedicated
students from Rhodes, MSU, and
CBC, the St. Mary's Manassas;
Alabama, Redevelopment Team
(S.M.A.R.T.) was aided in cleaning
up lots and condemned houses. These
houses will now be reiovated and sold
back to the community at low interest
rates. In just three hours, students
cleaned up an area overrun by gar-
bage, bricks, and weeds enabling
S.M.A.R.T. to begin renovation. This
Saturday, April 7, students unable to

volunteer their time last week will
return to Manassas and Alabama
streets to work for S.M.A.R.T.
Anyone interested is surely welcome.

The cleanup was just a part of the
entire project. The HUNGER
CLEANUP is also a fundraiser.
Rhodes raised over $1,000 to be divid-
ed four ways: 50% will be split be-
tween S.M.A.R.T. and Memphis
Habitat for Humanity. The rest will go
to the National Student Campaign
Against Hunger & Homelessness who
will distribute funds to international
development projects in Switzerland,
Mexico, and the Philippines.

The results of the HUNGER
CLEANUP do not have to end with
this year's effort. It's about time the
Memphis area schools pooled
resources in pursuit of common goals.
An annual "Hunger Cleanup" can
serve to break the isolation our "one
hundred acre oasis" has created from
our immediate community. In the pro-
cess, it offers students a volunteer pro-
jectlithl:tangible tetidts. This year's
commitment deserves ongoing sup-
port. Next spring, let's hope the words
HUNGER CLEANUP produce an en-
tire campus willing to mobilize and
unify in a worthwhile community
development effort.

by Kristen Rudolph
Expect to see more security - but

fewer prom dresses - at Rites of
Spring this year. Social Commission
will be trying out some new policies
to cut down on the vandalism and non-
Rhodes Student problems of the past.
Ther will be a chain-link fence enclos-
ing the area from the Student Center
to Palmer Hall with access gates at
each corner. Security will only allow
access to people wearing wristbands,
which will be distributed to students
on Friday in the Student Center, Fri-
day night in Bellingrath Quad, and
Saturday outside of the amphitheater.
You won't be able to get in without a
wristband, so Social Commission asks
that everybody please leave them on

for the entire weekend. People without
wristbands lingering outside the fence
will be considered non-students and
therefore asked to leave. Security will
also be checking for glass containers,
so buy aluminum and remember to
recycle.

For people hosting guests, you can
register them at the wristband tables
on Friday or Saturday. There will be
a $5 charge for each guest. There will
be no charge for alumni, but they must
sign in and pick up a wristband as
well.

On a lighter note, the entertainment
for this year promises to be well worth
the extra security. The Wampus Cats,
a local blues band, will kick off the
festivities, followed by The Grapes, an

underground psychedelic group from
Atlanta. On Saturday, Lazy Day will
offer the traditional afternoon reggae,
The Del-tones will follow with classic
rock-n-roll, and Uncle Green from
Atlanta will headline. Save some
energy for Sunday afternoon - The
Dealers are sure to provide great dance
music to end the weekend. Yes, it's
sad but true, Telluride won't be return-
ing this year to perform their extend-
ed dance mix version of "Sweet Home
Alabama."

Social Commissioner and closet
meteorologist Phil Hemstreet has pro-
mised sunshine and warm weather for
the weekend, so get out your suntan
lotion and your cooler and have a great
time.

Habitat is Back In The Black
Last year the Rhodes Chapter of

Habitat for Humanity took on two ma-
jor projects: (1) putting up a house,
and (2) paying $10,000 of the con-
struction costs. The house went up by
Christmas 1988; the debt has disap-
peared in time for Easter 1990.

As of March 26, Habitat Rhodes
was carrying only an $1100 debt to
Habitat Mid-South. Hundreds of
dollars were still coming in, and the
debt problem seemed near resolution.

In a March 30 meeting with the
Rhodes chapter's officers, Clifton
Harris, President of Habitat Mid-
South, offered to wipe the $1100
dollar figure from the books. This

gesture frees the Rhodes chapter to
focus more of its energy on working
with, instead of paying off, Habitat
Mid-South.

There are now 28 Memphis families
in Habitat houses. Though the pace of
construction has been falling off for a
while so that funding may begin to
catch up, Habitat always has the no
less important task of community-
building to work on. This year's mot-
to, according to Clifton Harris, is "To
be better in order to do better." Mr.
Harris encouraged the Rhodes chapter
to send representatives to the May
strategy session, and hoped to see
more students interning or

volunteering at Mid-South.

He also pledged his support for
spring break work trips, such as the
recent successful trip to Dallas.

The Rhodes chapter's debt may have
been a test of its members' enthusiasm
this year, but it is past. Several oppor-
tunities have been thrown in the
chapter's lap, and the chapter is seek-
ing a few new leaders to help the
Rhodes community get in on the act.
For information on nominations and
on news of Habitat, contact Helen
Glover or Tom Park. The next general
meeting, including elections, is slated
for 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday, April 17.

New Parking Plan!

Because more cars are registered with Security than there are spaces and
Buckman Hall construction occupies thirty-six more, Bill Nourse, Securi-
ty Director, has approved this plan for forty-one new spaces. Yet to be
implemented, this plan would remain in effect until the McCoy lot can be
expanded this summer to create up to 250 more spots.
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Editorial:

A School Divided
by Jonathan Smoke, Co-editor

The liberals hate the conservatives. The students hate the administration. The
administration hates the faculty. The faculty hate each other. The independents
hate the Greeks. The Greeks hate the independents. The WASPs hate the non-
WASPs. And what is left? The epitome of closed-mindedness and lack of true
knowledge.

Though I don't believe we are at the point described above just yet, I am
of the opinion that we are quickly headed in that direction. Take a look around.
This paper itself is a testament to the depths that we here at Rhodes College
have sunk. And I can take much of the blame for our descent myself.

The famous "Enema" article was an attention getter-I don't deny that. I
wrote it in a fit of anger regarding what I considered to be a lack of respon-
sibility on the part of some of our campus leaders. I still believe that criticism
was in order, but not in the "Geraldo style" to which I resorted. By doing
that I displayed an even greater lack of responsibility by hurling this campus
further into division and hatred. For that, I offer my humble apology. However,
much more needs to be done on this campus to turn things around.

As has been pointed out through recent editorials, speeches, and letters, we
are at a liberal arts college. This should mean that we address a broad spec-
trum of the world around us and learn knowledge, wisdom, and truth along
the way. Though in the process our education and our experience influence
us to formulate a very real and concrete view of the world, we readily admit
that there are other views to be considered that are every bit as important and
valid as our own. And even more important, we should forever remain open
to looking into and learning new things and new views.

Unfortunately, we do not have that here at Rhodes College. Our open dialogue
has turned into one-way criticisms and slams of anyone or anything different
from us. We don't allow different ideas and perspectives to enrich our under-
standing of the world out of the fear that our own point of view or opinion
may not be adequate, or proper, or shall I dare say, correct.

We are like an Olympic gold medalist in track who refuses to put his or her
talents and abilities to the test of the race and instead sits on the bench and
sulks and talks about how bad every other runner on the track is. That is precisely
why we have developed ourselves into a huge mound of disappointment-we
don't like ourselves nor do the world and runners around us. And along the
way we are destroying the abilities and talents of our peers as well by telling
them that they should not reach out to better themselves.

So what do we do about this? Get off of the bench for a start. Take classes
that will challenge our beliefs and will force us to broaden our narrow views
of the world. Encourage debate on campus that is constructive-helping peo-
ple to strengthen their views instead of crushing them.

We need diversity, not division. Who cares if no one else here sees things
exactly the way I do? I do not want a school full of clones of Jonathan Smoke-
I'd probably hate every last one of them. Instead, I want people to teach me
to experience their points of view and heritages, and I want to teach them about
my point of view in a setting where I feel safe to express it. I want us to wake
up and see that we all have something to offer-and despite our varied
backgrounds and experiences and beliefs, down deep underneath that Rites of
Spring t-shirt exists delicate human beings.

These delicate human beings are caught in the cross-fire of petty little squab-
bles and wars and are being torn to shreds. Speaking from experience, it is
rather hard for me to think that two of my most favorite professors on this cam-
pus as well as some of my friends will never in this environment reach out
to learn from one another. If I can go from Feminist Theology straight into
Stat For Economics, we all can survive open dialogue between "factions" on
this campus.

My final plea is that we stop these factions. I have been guilty of fueling
a few and I admit it, but we can no longer allow it to "be cool" to tear one
another to shreds. The only way we can effectively wipe this out is to take
a stand and stop ourselves and those around us from encouraging division of
any sort on this campus. Then and only then can we have open dialogue and
debate.

In Defense Of Changes Of Rites
To the Editors:

I have heard many complaints about
the excessive precautions that will be
used this year at Rites of Spring. This
event is designed to benefit the
students of this college. The truth of
the matter is there was simply too
much destruction last year by non-
students, and each year it gets worse.
Incoming bands require the security
precautions to ensure the protection of
their equipment and persons. Also,
Rhodes' policy and liabilities state the
need and requirement for adequate
security measures. The $5 charge for
guests is to pay for the security

measures that they create by being
here. We as students have already paid
the school for our protection and for
our extracurricular events, but not for
our guests. If we want to have large
bands (Indigo Girls, Driving' N'
Cryin', etc.), we have to provide the
security or they will refuse to play
under unnecessary and excessive risks.
After last year's damages, I wouldn't
be surprised if a band refused to play
here this year. The fee is a small price
to pay to keep uninvited people out,
and for us and our guests to enjoy this
event to the fullest.

-James Carlin

Letters To The Editors
To the Editors:

I wish to go on rec
completely disgusted
Rites of Spring "Rules
tions." Okay, so mayb
to be a fence and guard
order to protect those a
feel particularly parano
ing everything we own
we're passed out in
stupor. (Even though
a day of complete hedo
presence of armed auth
Maybe we ought to ha
our guests, in order to '
ble out" (in the words o
columnist who pretends
pion of the proletaria
dollars a guest? That get
if you have four or five
off campus who you wo
vite. And you can't e:
your friends, "You
because you're not re
here." And what a
Rhodes students, gradua
who are taking a semeste
they don't belong here
can't we register our g
at least allot each stud
guest-wristbands, if we
guests? I personally
rather have all the rabbl
than have Rhodes turn
police state for the dura
Maybe I'll just skip Ri
I have a paper due th
anyway.

To the Rhodes Community:
cord as being I wish to openly acknowledge the
with the new presence of a problem which has been
s and Regula- present at Rhodes over the past years:
be there ought the narrow views and abject ignorance
s and stuff, in of involved parties on the Individualiz-
among us who ed Studies Committee, which denied
)id about hav- the most capable senior graduating this
nstolen while year the opportunity to write an
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nothing spoils at the top of her class: she earned
)nism like the perfect grades over her college career
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'keep the rab- one more deserving of writing Honors,
fa Sou'wester and given the comparative stature of
to be a cham- many others who are, including

at). But five myself, her denial to write Honors is

s pretty heavy all the more galling.
friends from Petty politics and bruised egos are

uld like to in- the norm among academics, but de-
xactly say to serving students of high caliber should
xactly say to never be caught between warring fac -
have to pay tions. The fact that this indeed occur-
eally wanted red is reprehensible. Though those
bout former who argued for the student's case
ates or people could have chosen better methods to
er off? I guess do so, the primary fault in this matter
either! Why lies with the Individualized Studies

uests free, or Committee.
[ent two free The sad truth is that those who read

register our the proposal on the Committee simp-
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e in the world aims. This fact was evidenced in the
into a semi- primary letter of denial issued to the

tion of Rites. student from the chair of the Commit-
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e next week ings,'references attributed to the stu-

dent which the student did not make
Brock Sides in the proposal, and an unfounded

charge of ethnocentrism. Only the In-
dividualized Studies Committee found

To the Editors:
I agree with Dan Puryear; racial

and ethnic groups should not have
special privileges in history. I believe,
however, that Puryear is pointing his
finger at the wrong group.

When suggesting that everyone
study their own heritage for one
month of the year, Puryear does not
acknowledge whose history everyone
studies eleven months of the year.
Wealthy, white men, not African-
Americans are the people with special
privileges in history.

Naming February Black History
Month is the consequence of the
Euro-American exclusion of African-
Americans from the historical canon.
As it currently stands, most educators
do not include material about African-
Americans in history classes.
Students do not study the slave trade,
the role of African-Americans in the
civil war, reconstruction, and the civil
rights movement. They do not learn
about African-Americans who have
worked to change their position in our
racist society. Students do not learn
about the African-American society,
its political climate, and the roles of
women and men in that society. If,
they do study these topics, it is often
from a Euro-American perspective,
or it is treated as tangential material,
not as material which is central to our
history. Until our schools include all
Americans in American history, we
need Black History Month to more
fully understand our country's
heritage.

By the way, did you know that
March was women's history month?

JoAnn Lynen

fault with the work of the student. The
proposal in question was sent to ex-
perts in the field and was unanimous-
ly declared to be of great value,
especially given the current situation
in the Soviet sphere of influence (the
proposed topic dealt with the Soviet
bureaucracy).

The Individualized Studies Commit-
tee is needed as an overseeing body of
students' Honors work. But when the
Committee finds itself ignorant of the
very work which it is asked to judge,
it should have the good sense to ask
someone who at least marginally
understands the subject. This did not
happen in this case. Because of the
reluctance (or was it stubbornness?) of
certain individuals on the Committee
to ask for guidance, the academic com-
munity was denied what would most
certainly have been an outstanding
-body of work from one of this year's
most promising seniors. .

I thought that a "liberal arts" col-
lege would be relatively free of closed-
mindedness and ideological rigidity. I
was wrong.

Benjamin S. Smith, '90

To the Editors:
I enjoyed last week's comments on

the recently renewed conservative-
liberal debate, and I'd like to offer my
two cents from my side of the fence
in the spirit of previous Sou'wester
debates:

First, a serious questiofforn' i'ie
in particular: If George Bush and Jesse
Jackson were to admit the existence of
the word "God", would that be con-

(Continued on Page 7)
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The Ecology Problem Is There A Problem?
by Gabriel Shirley

Few who have studied the problems of the ecological movement
believe that it's all a big hoax. The simple facts prohibit such a belief:
We are throwing away toxic and non-toxic "garbage" at such a rate
that over half the cities in the country will exhaust their current landfill
space this year. In 1986, 6.5 million tons of hydrocarbons and 8.5
million tons of nitrogen oxides were emitted by motor vehicles,
creating dangerously high levels of ozone in the lower atmosphere
as well as destructive acid rain. Three of every five people in the
U.S. face lung damage from this "smog." Cloroflourocarbons
(CFC's), such as those found in air conditioners and polystyrene
("styrofoam") cups have already destroyed 3-5% of the global ozone
layer. This upper-atmosphere ozone depletion allows increasing
amounts of ultraviolet light to strike the earth, which promotes skin
cancer and cataracts, depresses the human immune system, and
reduces crop yields and fish populations on which we depend, not
to mention the effects of a possible global warming. We generate
more than a ton of hazardous waste per person per year in the U.S.
If we bury it, it leaks into our groundwater supplies because we have
not found a way to construct a "leakproof" landfill. If burned, it
spews hazardous fumes into our atmosphere, many of which wash
down with rain into our water supplies and agricultural products.

The REAL Problem
Although most of us are aware of at least some of the sometimes

overwhelming list of empeding ecological disasters we face, few of
us have taken the time to understand the systemic nature of ecological
misconduct. Since the Industrial Revolution began, Western culture
has emphasized what it calls a God-given right to dominate and subor-
dinate the earth and all of its non-human creatures. This is what I
call the developmentalist ethic. It says that we are fulfilling God's
will (or at least doing the "right thing") by realizing our human
potential through the exploitative means of "progress." By buying
into this ethic, by allowing the market to dictate the value of land,
natural resources, non-human, and even human animals, we allow
ourselves to be consumed in the illusion that we are separate from
that which we dominate and destroy. It is illogical, for instance, to
cut down a tree for firewood in the belief that it is serving a useful
purpose only because.we humans have decided to make use of it.

A living tree provides oxygen, acts as a sponge for atmospheric
carbon dioxide (a typical mature tree absorbs 131bs CO2/year), thus
helping to mitigate the greenhouse effect, reduces erosion by reducing
the rate rain strikes the ground and provides a sunscreen for more
delicate undergrowth, reduces local air temperature by as much as
100 F, thereby reducing local energy demand for air conditioning
by 10-50%, and acts as a critical component in the local ecological
web. Cutting down trees without respect for what they offer to the
ecological system will eventually have deadly repercussions for
humans as well as other life forms.

What we need to do is develop what I and others call an ecological
ethic. "Ecology," in this sense, is much more broad than in our
traditional usage of the term. It emphasizes the earth as a living
organism, celebrating its mind-boggling complexity and diversity,
and recognizing that there is no ultimate distinction between the life
of our planet and our own lives. We are not separate from trees or
animals, or even oceans and sky in any ultimate relevant sense. All
are part of the earth organism. All will suffer whenever one suf-
fers, sometimes in seemingly minute ways, and sometimes in ways
that are overwhelmingly apparent. Domination over Earth makes
no sense in this view. We must rediscover the relationship our an-
cient ancestors had with the Earth Mother. It was a relationship of
respect and admiration, a relationship that emphasized holism and
not distinction, coexistence and not domination. Only by admitting
how little we actually know about the intricacies of planetary ex-
istence can we begin to develop the respect necessary to maintain
sustainable lifestyle.

So What Do I Do?
There are many, very simple and cost-effective steps that one can

take to beign to develop an ecological consciousness without going
out in the wilderness in Thoreau's footsteps. Installing low-flow
shower heads and faucet aerators saves money, water, and CO2 emis-
sions (because you ese less energy from your local power plant to
heat less water). Keeping your car tuned up and keeping its tires
inflated makes your car last longer and increases its fuel efficiency
by as much as 5%, that's a national savings of 2 billion gallons of
gas per year if 65 million U.S. citizens would take note. Check out
compact flourescent light bulbs (see Sources below). They use bet-

ween /3 and 1/ of the electricity required by incandescent bulbs,
last 10-13 times as long, and produce the same quality of light.
Substituting one compact flourescent bulb for an incandescent bulb
will keep half a ton of CO2 out of the atmosphere over the life of
the bulb. They cost $15-20 each, but you would need 13 incandes-
cent bulbs to last as long. Stay away from "styrofoam" products,
even the ones that say they don't contain CFC's. Pentane and butane,
two of the chemicals used as CFC substitutes, contribute to urban
smog and acid rain. The best alternative is to use something you
can wash out and use again.

In general, remember that efficiency is better than indulgence.
Reuse is better than recycling, but recycling is better than throwing
it away. Some of your most important choices come at the super-
market where you help determine what manufacturers produce by
supporting or not supporting their products. For this reason, con-
sumers can have an incredible positive environmental impact by simp-
ly buying products which are ecologically safe (or at least "safer"),
use less packaging, and promote the use of reusable, recyclable, and
recycled materials. Make sure to stop by the Campus Green Earth
Day display in the library to find other ideas and examples of
ecologically responsible products.

SOURCES
50 Simple Things you Can Do To Save the Earth, published by the Earth Works
Group. This is an excellent place to begin your acquaintance with the issues
in a very practical way. Much of the informaton in this article was obtained from
this source. Available at the Rhodes bookstore and Davis Kidd. Or call (415)
841-5866. $4.95.
Garbage, the practical journal for the environment. All kinds of practically-
oriented information written for the everyday person with a budding ecological
consciousness. Available for a limited time at a group discount rate of $16/yr
(6 issues). Regular price is $21/yr. Call Gabriel x3188.
Seventh Generation catalog. A variety of ecologically safe products. Everything
from household cleaners to toilet paper made from recycled paper. Call
1-800-456-1198. Free.
Earth Care Paper, Inc., has a catalog of recycled paper products including
notebook, copy machine, wrapping paper, stationary, and note cards. Call (608)
256-5522. Free.
Real Goods News. This is for the more committed. Real Goods is the largest
supplier of alternative energy products in the world. Everything from solar panels,
hydroelectric, and wind generating systems to compact flourescent light bulbs
and 12V DC VCR's. Call 1-800-762-7325. Free.

Environmentalism:
by Bill Jordan

The media is swamped with stories of
Earth Day 1990 and of the coming en-
vironmental catastrophe which will befall
our planet if radical improvement is not
made very soon. The prophets of doom
tell us of global warming, acid rain, and
an exploding population that will certain-
ly be the undoing of the world. Itis my
understanding that the purpose of Earth
Day is to promote environmental
awareness among the people of the

world. And this is good. It is important
to be aware that your actions may affect
the environment, that you shouldn't cut
down trees without replanting other
trees, that you shouldn't dump raw
sewage into a river, or that you should
recycle aluminum cans. This is common
sense. However, it is important to
recognize that the underlying force
behind increased environmental
awareness is environmentalism-and
these are two completely different things

Faculty, Staf
1649 UNION AVE
66 MONROE AVE

f and Students)
274-0246
527-1040

(at least in my view).
Environmentalism is not as much com-

mon senisical as political. The en-
vironmentalists, supported by a sensa-
tionalist media, foretell of the great en-
vironmental catastrophe facing the world
due to the industrial pollutants which
humankind has put into the air and
ground. Because the crises of the en-
vironmentalists are freely supported by
the media, the general public receives
biased information. In fact, my own
completely unscientific and uncontroll-
ed survey shows that 80% of those ask-
ed believe that the greehouse effect ex-
ists, and about half believed that drastic
actions should be taken to avoid this.
When queried about hearing arguments
from scientists who did not believe in the
greenhouse effect, none had ever heard
any. A little sensationalism can go along
way.

Environmentalism states that there is
pending destruction of the environment
as we know it, and the government
should regulate, control, and dictate the
economy to produce the goods which en-
vironmentalists call safe. This is simply
socialism with a cause. Let's look at
some of the arguments against the
doomsday predictions since most have
probably never known of them.

Global Warming. Surely we are all
familar with the greenhouse effect which
comes from the discharge of gases from
industry, the erosion of the ozone layer,
and the buildup of heat in the at-
mosphere. The doomsayers predict of
rising oceans, dying animals, and new
deserts over the world. They were most
active during the warm summer of 1988,
yet surprisingly quiet during the record

cold of December 1989 and January
1990. On the front page of the Commer-
cial Appeal last week was an article
stating that the findings of a satellite
which has been measuring temperature
for 10 years show no evidence of global
warming, though they admitted it would
probably have to be studied for another
decade. As evidenced by fossils and tree
ring data, there appear to be long cycles
in temperature, alsting about 100,000
years, with a period of cooling of 90,000
years and warming of 10,000 years. By
most accounts we have been experienc-
ing a warming trend for 11,000 years and
should be in for a change.

There are great movements in
temperature over time. The little Ice age
occurred between the fifteenth and nine-
teenth century. There was a period where
the average temperature was one to three
degrees warmer than it is today about
1,000 years ago. And, even as recent
as 1972, the environmentalists were wor-
ried about the coming ice age. It basically
depends on what point in time you wish
to use as your starting measurement to
determine the extent of warming. If one
begins in the thirties (a relatively cool
period) and draws a line 1989, the
temperature appears to have warmed.
Yet if you pick a point a little earlier or
a little later, one will find little difference
in temperature; in fact, you might even
find a cooling trend. It is important to
remember that long term weather
forecasting (90 or more days) is only
slightly better than guessing. And the
computer models used to support the
greenhouse effect fail to account for
ocean currents or cloud modeling. In-
terestingly, the models even fail to

predict themselves, even after being fed
the actual data.

Acid Rain. An article by Edward
Krug and Charles Fink, in Science shows
the problem with the acid rain argument.
They surveyed the heaviest regions of the
world where acid rain has been claimed
to cause damage and found that generally
the pristine forestland was not so
pristine. In fact, they found that in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the
land was clear cut. The trees, which were
very acidic, had acidified the ground-
water and the lakes. When they were
gone, the water in the ground, and hence
the lakes, became basic since the water
then flowed through granite instead of an
acidic soil..However, when technology
grew away from wood and more toward
fossils fuels, the trees on the area regrew.
They then covered the ground with an
acidic covering, the acidity spread into
the groundwater and then into the lakes.
Their studies found that oxides of sulfur
and nitrogen had little effect on the acidi-
ty on the area, but its acidity or baseness
was due to the long term use of the land.

This has interesting implications. It
says that we are inefficiently using our
resources to try to eliminate the acidity
of certain lakes, and that increased
government regulation would have only
marginal if any positive effects, but it
would have extremely high negative ef-
fects in terms of prices.

The Population Explosion. The most
recent issue of Mother Jones states that
the way to help the environment, ease the
hunger problem, and solve the over-
crowding is for a nation just to quit hav-
ing kids. This argument goes back to the

(Continued on Page 8)
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by F. Grant Whittle
"The dream is over, what can

I say?" -John Lennon
As this is the last regular issue of the

Sou 'wester, and I will be leaving this
year, you are reading the final install-
ment of "Miscellany". I want to take
this time to be sentimental and self-
indulgent. I hope Mark Albright will
forgive me.

Three and a half years ago I wrote
a letter to the editor of the Sou 'wester,
who in case you don't remember, was
Alan Harris, a tall, red-headed guy
with a good temperament and a good
heart. Alan saw fit to print this letter,
a response to a column Matt Lembke
(who is a really sweet guy, no matter
how misguided) wrote about the Iran-

Contra affair, I think. It wasn't a ter-
ribly good letter now that I look back
on it, but it was a letter and it caught
the eye of the up and coming editor,
Luke Lampton.

I still remember the night when I
first met Luke Lampton. I was down
in the amphitheatre and I remember
seeing his silhouette coming down the
stairs to meet me. It was like a visita-
tion, I believe. Luke told me he
wanted me to write a column for the
paper. this column, which I alternated
with Luke and several other authors,
was callled for a time "Voice of
Southwestern." We spent our time
writing little political pieces on the left
to subvert Matt's conservatism.

By the time Luke became editor of

the paper and the others had tired of
writing columns, I was writing for the
Sou'wester regularly. Sophomore
year, my column received its present
title: Miscellany. (I prefer the accent
on the second syllable, by the way:
Miss-sell'-un-ee.) We even hada cute
little portrait of me by Kathryn Man-

mxiscellarny

they. Miscellany has seen the editor-
ships of Luke Lampton, Doug Halijan,
Beverly Burks and Scott Naugler, and
now Jonathan Smoke and Liz Orr. All
of them (even Doug, grudgingly-but
his faults are not the subject here) have

been a great help. Luke gave me the
chance, Doug helped me find
discipline, Beverly kept me on a leash,
Scott made sure that Bev didn't
strangle me, and Jonathan and Liz saw
fit to let me keep going.

Together, we have explored
socialism, Jim and Tammy, Salvador
Dali, Rites of Spring, Thanksgiving,
and so forth. The Column has been
through its political phase, its off-the-
wall phase, and its reflective (as
Beverly termed it) phase. I think I've
mellowed a bit, too.

I want to thank a whole bunch of
people: Danny & Nancy, Doris and
Harold, Chris C. & Chris M., 3d floor
Robb, Deans Shandley & Kovach &
Dunathan, Professors Kamhi &
Pohlmann & Kirby & Vest, Web W.
& Mark A. (who have seen fit to help
me with this column), the Beatles, Rod

W. & Derek V.L., Anita in the
cashier's office, Bev B. (again for put-
ting up with me hanging over her
shoulder while she tried to edit my
stuff), Bill Parks (for keeping me sane
during the bad spots), Doug & Ed,
Dan & Craig (and Ben), Linda & EAP
& Cheryl & Laura Brown, all
whiteball players, members of selected
fraternities & sororities, Trish & Stacy
& Cay, Stinny & Trey, Ann & Robyn,
Fred the Glowing Cow, Jason F. &
Jason P., Laura B., all Sou'wester
staff members, God, President & Mrs.
Daughdrill, Valerie; and assorted
other people who know who you are.
(Please, if I forgot and you felt you
deserved a mention, forgive me.)

It's been a long time and I thank you
for bearing with me. Your com-
pliments have been appreciated and so
have your complaints. It's been great
here on the third (4th) page. Peace.

Life Beyond the Sandstone Walls: Early to Bed, Early to Rise, Work like Hell and Internalize
by Web Webster

President Daughdrill, honored
guests, and the graduating class of
1990: It gives me great pleasure to
welcome you to the Commencement
Exercises which signal the close of the
142nd Session of Rhodes College. In
a sense, this signals an end for the
class of 90. The end of childhood. The
taking on of signs and talismans signi-
fying adulthood and full responsibili-
ty for one'e actions. The end of in-
sulated life in an atmosphere reeking
of genuineness and excellence.

At the same time, however, it is a
beginning. A beginning of careers. A
beginning of relationaships to carry us
to the grave. A beginning of fallen ar-
ches, ulcers and stress-related
migraines. These are heady times.

So here we stand. On the Wall,
looking over the edge into the Real
World. Four years of learning cramm-
ed into our sometimes reluctant booze-
muddled heads. And, unless you're
one of the select group who has
already negotiated a $30,000/year
salary and a parking place downtown
(I knew I should have learned my math
facts in elementary school), you're
scared. Bad. Just thinking of all the
"lasts" facing us makes me queasy.

We like it here. We like knowing
everyone. We like dinner-table con-
versation at the Rat, the truth be damn-
ed. We like people old enough to be
our parents to clean up after us. We
like acting stupid and worrying about
it only minimally on Sunday
afternoon.

"We don't want to leave!!" we
scream.

We don't have to.
I now realize that we aren't facing

lasts of any kind. Lend your minds to
the ways we can continue on in this
vein that we call "school," and our
parents call "14,000 goddamned
dollars a year." The question facing
us now, as we peer over the abyss in-
to The Rest of Our Lives is "how do
we continue to live the college life?"
And right we are to ask.

I offer you the following as
guideposts to conduct the Rest of your
lives in such a way as to make the tran-
sition from "student" to "overwork-
ed underpaid white-collar'd young
person" as painless as possible.

Move in with a bunch of your
friends. Getting a place somewhere in
Mid-town is ideal. You're still sur-
rounded by trees (oh, our lovely trees),
the zoo, Overton Park, the Pig, car
thieves and all the other things that
make Midtown living so great. Living
with friends offers the additional
benefit of never running out of laun-
dry soap, clean socks or money for the
parking garage. Add the benefits of
unlimited credit and no interest and
you'll see that living with friends is
economically sound thinking as well.

Missing the rat food already? Set up
a salad bar on the kitchen table. Leave
the vegetables out over night. At 5:00,
cram all of your friends into the
breakfast alcove. Cook green beans to
within an inch of their lives. Preheat
your oven to 550, then roast your

dishes for three minutes (microwave
Full for thirty seconds). When you get
to almost the bottom of a tupperware
container full of leftovers, heap some
more in there. During dinner, talk loud
and throw napkins at your housemates.
Pseudo-institutional dining and cook-
ing is easy and fun.

Leave your dirty dishes on the table.
Someone is paid to take care of them,
right?

Take an old refrigerator box, cut the
top off and a slit down the side for a
door. Place over the toilet, add graf-
fiti, a dash of vomit and you're all set.

Take on a live-in partner. Make sure
said partner's living habits are com-
pletely incompatible with your

housemates'. Give him or her a drawer
in the bathroom.

Park in front of fire hydrants to keep
that familiar stream of Harless/Ireland
Midnight Specials coming.

At random, destroy something in the
house when none of your friends are
home. Don't claim responsibility when
they find out.

Try to start a relationship with one
of your co-workers. After a disastrous
date on Friday, ignore them for two
or three weeks.

Put a cardboard box in the living
room. Throw empty beer cans in it un-
til the box draws gnats.

Sleep in through work. Wonder if
you get three excused absences.

Go to a city council meeting. Sup-,
port something that makes perfect
sense. See what happens.

On the weekends, drag a couch out
on the lawn, drink beer and play Led
Zeppelin really loud. Invite neighbors.

Drive your car until it is broken.
Then borrow your friend's.

Every once in a while, stay up all
night, and go to work the next morn-
ing in sweat clothes.

Drink too much.
Eat poorly.
Stress often.
Sleep little.
Master all of these, and it'll be like

you never left the dorm.
In conclusion, I urge you to aim

high. I urge you to let nothing stand
in your way. I urge you to tip twenty
percent. I admonish you to hold high
the torch, go out into the Real World
and kick some miffle-managerial assis-
tant trainee butt.

Ladies and gentlemen, I present to
you the newly graduated class of 1990.
Remember the School at Phonathon
time. Good afternoon and God Bless
You All.

L'envoy (French for sappy self-
indulgent part).

In the past 22 weekly niff-pifferies,
I have nailed as many institutions as
I could get away with. I made some
people laugh, some people think. I an-
noyed most others.

It's been a tremendous year and I am
thankful to have been allowed the
space to display my bag of gripes, bad
jokes, over-wrought metaphors and
self-conscious journalistic posturings.
Thank you all for beariiig with:iine

Thanks in particular arer tle t6t---
large number of people: F. for the
courage to yell in the rat, Valerie
Brown and Seth Herzog my built-in
bullshit detectors, Cooper and Kim for
listening to the final draft of the col-
umn before deadline on Monday night,
Doug, Luke, Alan, Scott & Bev and
Liz & Jonathan, my dogs, Roy down
at Hicks Composition for putting up
with mispellings, deliberate and other-
wise, Andy Robinson, Security,
especially Humphries and Martin, The
Dodge Motor Company, Ernest Hem-
mingway, Miss LaVerne and expecial-
ly everyone who I wrote about.

To those of you I forget at the mo-
ment, I apologize. Considerate-ness is
one I haven't mastered yet.

I ask only one thing. Question
everything. Talk about everything. Do
everything. Tell bad jokes and learn
to laugh at them and at yourself.

Good night, Gracie.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
The Admissions Office invites applications for the posi-
tion of Assistant Director of Admissions. Responsibilities
include coordination of all recruiting efforts in a designated
area, travel, interviewing, application evaluation, and other
administrative responsibilities.
For further information, please contact the Admissions
Office at extension #3700.

The Sow, Esther
Coming Soon To A Rat

Near You!

Forum
Thursday, April 5, 1990
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:Review of Cymbeline
by Crickette Rumley

, When I learned that the McCoy's
latest production, Cymbeline, lasted
three and a half hours, I wondered
how I would be able to sit through the
a 'whole thing without a) falling asleep
,or b) looking at my watch every three
minutes. Well, it wasn't as hard as I
thought it would be.
, Set in Britain during the reign of
Roman emperor Augustus Caesar,
Cymbeline revolves around a series of
plots, schemes and tricks that are
perpetrated by the members of King
Cymbeline's court. It begins with his
daughter, Imogen, saying good-bye to
her husband Posthumous, whom the
King is forcing into exile for marry-
ing her. In his absence, Cymbeline and
'Imogen's stepmother are encouraging
.er to marry her stepbrother Cloten.
Then, the villainous Iachimo arrives
to seduce Imogen in order to win a bet
that he made with Posthumous about
his lady's virtue.

What follows is a complicated story
that makes Days of Our Lives look
like Leave it to Beaver. The story is
f;ast-paced and complicated, so keep
your eyes open or you'll miss a crucial
point.

The performances of several of the
actors with smaller parts really stood
out in my mind. Gregory Krosnes as
Cloten is appropriately oafish; his ex-
aggerated expressions make his
character. Brett Cullum and Randall
Hartzog are wonderful as his atten-
dants, Cullum's sarcasm being
especially notable. Eric Underdahl
(Cornelius) just has the look and man-
mer of someone from that era, and his
performance was excellent.

That is not to say that the main

characters are not memorable. Erica
Yoder demonstrated her vast range of
skills as Imogen. Joe Tamborello did
a good, if rather sullen, job as
Posthumous. However, once again I
think that their performances, in what
seems to be a McCoy tradition, lean-
ed towards melodrama.

Perhaps the best scene in the whole
play occurs in the woods when Im-
ogen, disguised as a boy, is found by
Belarius and his two "sons," who are
actually the children of Cymbeline,
who he kidnapped twenty years
before. Shane Beeson and Jimmy
Myatt are excellent as the naive and
innocent young men who are for some
reason struck by an intense affection
for and need to touch the young boy
"Fidele". Their performances are
definitely reason enough to sit through
the second act, from that first meeting
with Imogen to the scene where
Polydore (Myatt) chops off Cloten's
head and brings it back in a bag.

Another memorable scene, if for
nothing more than its strangeness, is
the one in which Posthumous dreams
that his family (all dead) appears and
begs Jupiter to save his life. The fami-
ly ghosts are fine, but the scene falls
apart when Jupiter (Gregory Krosnes)
just can't seem to coordinate his
gestures with the booming god-like
voice coming over the loudspeaker.

Nevertheless, the cast has done an
admirable job with this very ambitious
play. I am once again struck by the
talent that the McCoy has - most of
them did an excellent job. And by the
way, after the soap opera-like
shenanigans began, I don't think I even
yawned.

Appreciating Abstract Painting
by Cay Chastain

Around the turn of the century,
painters broke from many artistic
traditions by eliminating subject mat-
ter from their canvases. "Instead of
creating works which depicted
recognizable objects and scenes, they
painted pictures which asked viewers
to appreciate basic elements like line,
color, and shape. These are called for-
mal elements, and it was hoped that
the viewer would derive pleasure from
them.

In 1910, Russian artist Vasily Kan-
dinsky created the first abstract paint-
ing. The piece was made up of nothing
but slashes of color, lines, and non-
representational form. Some were
disturbed by the piece because they did
not know how to appreciate formal
elements. They thought that subject
matter, or the story told by a painting,
was its most important feature. After
Kandinsky, other artists continued in
the abstract style. Piet Mondrian was
known for his geometric, two-
dimensional compositions and his use
of the basic colors, and Malevich was
famous for works like Suprematist
Composition: White on White (1918).
This painting consisted solely of a can-
vas covered in two shades of white. It
so successfully eliminated subject mat-
ter that some artists felt that the con-
clusion to painting had been reached.

Today, most still find it difficult to
understand abstract painting. When
people see works with simple com-
positions, like Malevich's, or works
that appear to be put together
haphazardly, as were many of Kandin-
sky's, they sometimes become angry.
A typical response in Modern Art
classes is, "I could do that! What

makes it so important?" If you tend
to respond in a similar manner,
understand that your response is valid.
Chances are, you could create an
abstract painting. But the point is that
you have not, and probably will not
create a painting of this kind because
you possess none of the original
motivations of the abstract painters.
Therefore, it does not matter whether
or not you have the ability to create
such a work.

Why is abstract painting important?
It contributes to a crucial development
in the history of art. Ever since peo-
ple painted pictures of animals and
hunt scenes on cave walls more than
20,000 years ago, art has been an at-
tempt to capture the natural world.
With abstract painting, artists rebell-
ed for the first time against this tradi-
tion. They changed art to be about
itself. Now paintings can be ap-
preciated for what they are - color,
line, and shape, on canvas. Artists
have brought these qualities to light
and given them importance in
themselves, not in that they make up
part of a tree, for instance, or a house.
With astract art we look first at the
painting. With representational art we
think first of what is depicted.

The next time you have the oppor-
tunity to view an abstract painting, try
not to think about how simple the work
appears. Instead, notice its formal
qualities and enjoy them.

Address
Your Letters

To The Editors

CMJ Rocks A Decade's Worth I Rhodes Singers Head for Significant Places
by John Jeter

> Ever heard of CMJ? It stands for the
College Music Journal. This journal
has been around since the late 70's,
placing emphasis on alternative music
in each issue. Earlier this year, CMJ
'eleased a five-disc collection aptly

titled The Best of CMJ:1979-1989.
this 90-song collection is an impor-
tant look back at a decade's worth of
great and not-so-great music.
'The collection begins with "Ac-

cidents Will Happen", by Elvis
Costello, The reason for this introduc-
tion, however, is two-fold: not only is
it a gripping piece of music, it is also
highly representative of one of the 80's
most prolific and exceptional
songwriters. One down, 89 to go ....

Let us begin with the "not-so-
great". "We Got the Beat" by the Go-
Gos. Nowadays, I read music
iaagazines' articles on how influential

the Go-Gos were, but they weren't
very good, and frankly, I don't see
their influence anywhere. "Welcome
to the Jungle" by Guns and Roses. I
beg to differ, and I don't feel that
jdstification is necessary. "Radio Free
Europe" by R.E.M. Why couldn't the
powers-that-be choose another song?
"Perfect Circle" or "Can't Get There
From Here" would have been higher
on my list for an R.E.M. song to put

on S;ct a collection.
tNow what about the "great"? I will

limit myself to choosing three. "I
Don't Like Mondays" by the Boom-
town Rats. This band never appealed
to me, but this particular song - with
its beautiful orchestrations and torn
emotions - hits me in the heart every
time I hear it. "Love Will Tear Us
Apart". by Joy Division. Lead singer
Ian Curtis proved himself to be the
king of depression with this and all
other Joy Division songs.

The list goes on. The songs range
from the straight-out rockers ("Here
Comes My Girl" by Tom Petty) to the
bizarre ("Freak Scene" by Dinosaur
Jr.); the funky ("Atomic Dog" by
George Clinton) to the hard-core
("Holiday in Cambodia" by the Dead
Kennedys). This collection has it all.
Overall, an excellent buy. My one real
complaint is that the collection closes
with "Don't Believe the Hype" by
Public Enemy. Whether they meant to
or not, CMJ comes across as saying
that rap is the wave of the 90's.
Nothing could be further from the
truth. World-beat, folk, and new-age
are all showing signs of vast popularity
all over the world. But again, The Best
of CMJ:1979-1989 is a wonderful col-
lection definitely worth having.

One more thing; please support your
local bands. Some of them are out

by Chris Gaskill
If you've been hanging around Har-

die at Z-hour lately, you've probably
been inspired by the sounds of some
of your favorite hymns and spirituals
as the Rhodes Singers diligently
prepare for their .1990 spring tour.
This year's tour is unique in that it has
been structured thematically, with the
repertoire and tour stops planned to
mirror the idea of "The Significance
of Place." The music for the tour con-
sists of early American hymns and
spirituals in superb modern ar-
rangements for concert choir.

As conductor Tony Lee Garner
prepared the repertoire, hymns and
spirituals fell naturally into pairs which
helped to draw out the contrasts be-
tween these two unique musical styles.
Each of the types represent a different
way to express faith in God. The hymn
texts tend to use more elevated and
figurative language in speaking of God
and theology, while the spirituals
employ more immediate and personal
language in the expressions of faith.
By performing the repertoire in
historic churches and plantation homes
in the Mississippi Delta, the Singers

there just to make the buck, but most
of them are playing because they love
to play, and they wouldn't dream of
doing anything else. Thank you!

hope to recreate a part of history that
is rich with the powerful emotions of
common experience.

The tour's theme, "The.
Significance of Place," and all of its
various elements are summarized by
the opening number for the tour,
Growing Orbits. This is a brand new
piece commissioned from Memphis
State composer Donald Freund
specifically for the 1990 tour. The
piece, with text chosen by Professor
Garner from The Book of Hours by
Rainer Rilke, serves to unify the idea
of contrasting expressions of faith
which occur side by side but are
ultimately at one of their focus on a
single God. The piece is written in a
very linear fashion, with the chorus
divided into eight independent and
often clashing parts which all flow as
an undercurrent for the main theme,
which is passed to different voice parts
as the piece progresses.

The tour is set for May 14-21, with
stops in Arkansas, Mississippi, and
Louisiana where the music originated.
Tour highlights will be concerts at the
oldest church in the Mississippi
Presbytery (Port Gibson, MS) and at
Destrehan Plantation (New Orleans,
LA). You can experience it at the
Singers annual home concert on
Thursday, April 26, 8:00 p.m., at
Evergreen Presbyterian Church.

Arts & Entertainment
Thursday, April 5, 1990

Music Honors
Two Rhodes students took honors

March 24 in the vocal auditions spon-
sored by the Memphis Chapter of the
National Association of Teachers of
Singing. About 70 students from area
high schools and colleges competed at
Memphis State University in divisions
determined by the number of semesters
of vocal training. In the sophomore
women's division, first place honors
went to Amy Matheny and second place
to Vikkie Holland. In the freshman
women's division, Laca Tines advanc-
ed to the run-off round.

Other students participating were
Kerri Miller, Amy Russell, Courtney
Ward, and Lane Whitney (freshman
women), Rob Jarrett and Eric Reed
(freshman men), Amy Lamb, Laura
Landers, Stephanie Palermo, and Mary
Virginia Slay (sophomore women),
Warren Fincher and Mike Lewis
(sophomore men), Alice Hendricks
(junior women), and David Tomlinson
(junior men).

Rhodes voice faculty members Diane
Clark, Ginger Hopkins, Bradley
Kroeker, and Barbara Posner served as
adjudicators in various divisions where
they had no students entered. Professor
Robin McDermott served as an accom-
panist for the auditions.

Most of these students will travel to
MTSU April 6-7 to compete in the Mid-
South Regional NATS Student Audi-
tions. These auditions usually have 250
plus singers from the states of Tennessee
and Kentucky. Professor Tom Bryant
will serve as accompanist for the Rhodes
contestants. Professors Clark and Posner
will again adjudicate.

CLASSIFIED ADS

ATTENTION
HIRING!

Government jobs - your
area. Many immediate open-
ings without waiting list or
test. $17,840 - $69,485.

Call 1-602-838-8885.
EXT. R 18911.

ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT

SEIZED VEHICLES
From $100.

Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys.

Surplus Buyers Guide.
1-602-838-8885
Ext. A 18911

ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT

HOMES
From $1 (U-repair).

Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions.

Call 1-602-838-8885
Ext. GH 18911

I do Typing - Word Process-
ing in my home.
Reasonable Rates. Fast
Service.

Call Patti at 366-4027
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Rhodes Baseball Te
by Emily M. Newsom

Last Saturday the Rhodes baseball
team traveled to Memphis State to take
on the Tigers. After hanging close to
MSU through the first eight innings,
the Lynx suffered a disappointing 9-4
loss.

Randy Hatley headed to the mound
for Rhodes in his fourth start of the
season. The game remained scoreless
until the third inning, when John
Lange singled to right field. Lange ad-
vanced to third on two hits to left field
by Bobby Lahiere and Darol
Timberlake and crossed the plate on
David Lewis' sacrifice fly. The Tigers
countered the Lynx run with one of
their own in the bottom of the third in-
ning. Gary Jacks and Scott McMahan

am Takes On The Memphis State Tigers
both hit singles in the fourth inning, Timberlake trotted home from third.
though neither was able to score. Jacks' single to left scored Jenkins
Memphis State broke the tie in the bot- before the rally ended. The Tigers did
tom of the fourth, driving in two more their damage in the bottom of the
runs. Darren Johnson relieved Hatley eighth inning, scoring six runs on a
in the fourth inning and shut down the double, a triple, and two homeruns.
Tigers, allowing only three hits and no Despite their efforts in the ninth inn-
runs. ing, the Lynx only managed to score

Rhodes then sparked back to life by one additional run. Lange singled to
sending two more runs home in the left field, followed by another single
eighth to tie the ballgame at three. left field, followed by another sin
Timberlake led off the inning with a to left by Timberlake. Lewis drove in
walk and continued to second base on the final run for Rhodes when his
Lewis' sacrifice bunt down the first single to right field scored Lange.
base line. Brad Jenkins drove a single Rhodes finished the day with a
to left field and advanced to second on season high of fourteen hits in the
an error by the Tiger first baseman. game. Jacks proved to be swinging the
Walt Powell grounded out on a hot bat in Saturday's game, going four
fielder's choice, picking up an RBI as for four with one RBI.

Men's Tennis On A Winning Streak

A determined Tricia Browning helps Rhodes to a 8-1 victory over
Lambuth.

Women Win Again
by Jan LaFollette

The women's tennis team dominated
Lambuth College last Thursday, winn-
ing 8-1. This brings their record to 8-2
for the spring season. The Lady Lynx
won all their singles matches and lost on-
ly one doubles match. The individual
scores for the singles were: Tricia
Browning (6-2, 6-4), Maureen McCabe
(6-1, 6-1), Kelly Nowlin (6-0, 6-1),

Cheri Grosvenor (6-0, 6-3), Aiveen
Killian (6-1, 6-1), and Ashley Mickle
(6-0, 6-3). The doubles winners were
Browning-McCabe (6-1, 6-0), and
Grosvenor-Killian (6-4, 6-2). Nowlin-
Jackie Hamra lost in three sets with a
score of 6-1, 6-7, 1-6.

The Lady Lynx will miss Rites of
Spring this year when they travel to
Sewanee, TN to play in the South Region
Tournament. Rhodes must perform well
in this tournament to be eligible for selec-
tion to the NCAA tournament in May.

by Jan LaFollette
The men's tennis team has won their

last three matches to bring their overall
record to 8-2. In three days the Lynx
played three matches, two against
Lambuth College and one against Rust
College. The first match against Lam-
buth on March 29, resulted in a 6-3
victory. The singles scores were:
Robert Watkins won on a forfeit,
Chris McCullar won 6-2, 6-3, Cooper
Hipp lost 2-6, 0-6, John Rogers lost
1-6, 2-6, Will Becker won 4-6, 6-4,
7-6, and Kevin Corken won 6-4, 6-1.
In doubles, Watkins-McCullar won

Rhodes Track
The Rhodes track team returned to

action this past weekend by competing
in the Washington University All-
Comers Meet in St. Louis and the Har-
ding Invitational in Searcy, Arkansas.
In St. Louis Tim Murphy recorded a
season best of 15.8 in the 110 High
Hurdles and Kevin Clingan posted a
season best of 11.04 in the 100m dash.
Scott Johnson, running his first
10,000m run on the track, turned in
a very respectable performance by
placing fourth in 33:15.

Play Ball!
Let me see if I can get this labor

dispute right: The union, which is
comprised fully of members who work
a three to four hour day, nine months
out of the year, and are compensated
on the average of $592,000 a year,
wants more money. After management
locks them out of training camp, they
get just that.

Yes, it is unusual, but so is baseball.
After all, it took the players, and the
team owners two weeks of intense
negotiations to decide such important
matters like how much they would be
compensated daily for meals during
road trips. The total ended up being
about $50, which will buy a ton of Big
Macs.

The heart of the problem is not too
little money, as with most labor
disputes, but too much money. Sure,
all of the players are loaded, but this
does not mean that the owners are
hurting either. After all, almost every
year brings a new record attendance
mark, and CBS has payed over a

6-1, 6-4, 6-3, Hipp-Mallory Jenkins
lost 3-6, 1-6, and Chris Waddell-
Rogers won 6-4, 6-3.

Taking a one day break from Lam-
buth, the Lynx matched up against
Rust College. It was not much of a
match with Rhodes winning 9-0. The
winning singles scoredsx were:
Watkins (6-4, 6-3), McCullar (6-0,
6-1), Hipp (6-1, 6-0), Becker (6-2,
6-2), Waddell (6-1, 6-1), and Rogers
won by default. Doubles scores were:
Watkins-McCullar (6-0, 6-1), Hipp-
Becker (6-3, 6-0), and Corken-Rogers
won by default.

The second match up against Lam-
buth resulted in a 5-4 win. In singles
action Watkins lost 1-6, 2-6, McCullar
forfeited, Hipp won 6-4, 6-0, Becker
won 6-4, 6-4, Waddell lost 5-7, 4-6,
and Rogers won 7-5, 7-5. Doubles ac-
tion had these scores: Watkins-
McCullar won 6-3, 6-3, Hipp-Becker
lost 4-6, 3-6, and Waddell-Rogers won
6-1, 6-4.

The next home match will be against
CBC on Tuesday, April 10 at 3:00, but
the men will travel to Jackson, MS to
take on Millsaps on .Sunday,.April 8.

And Field Still Running
At the Harding Invitational the distance crew on Saturday improving

Rhodes women and men competed his 5000m time by twenty-nine
against Harding, Henderson State, seconds to 16:43.
Ouachita Baptist, and the University In women's competition Regina
of Arkansas - Pine Bluff. Marvin Reynolds placed third in the high jump
Spears took first place in the high jump with a 4'8" jump, Elizabeth Lowe
with a 6'6" leap and Marcus Kim- placed third in the 800 and 1500, Kelly
brough placed fourth in the 400m dash Van Buskirk placed fourth in the 800,
with a career best 52.2. Kevin Clingan and Tanya Rasa placed fifth in the 800.
jumped 21' to place second in the long The Lynx return to action this
jump and freshmen Greg Rubio ran a weekend by running in the SEMO
season best 2:00.6 in the 800m run. RELAYS on Friday and hosting the
James Westphal paced the Rhodes Rhodes All-Comers Meet on Saturday.

by Chris Kolker
billion dollars, to show more baseball
on network TV than most will want to
see. The problem arises, then, when
both the management and the players
attach their egos to any deal made
regarding this new-found fortune, and
demand their fair share. Any com-
promise between the two would con-
stitute a direct attack upon the
legitimacy of both camps, and when
tempers flare, a 32-day lockout
ensues.

But compromises were made, and so
one must ask the inevitable question:
Who won? The players. They wanted
all players with two to three years of
service to have their salaries decided
by an arbitrator, while the owners
wanted bonuses to be given to these
players, and to leave it at that. (Ar-
bitration has historically not been a
kind process to the owners). As one
can guess, the mechanism of arbitra-
tion is now in place for 17% of the
players.

So now the owners feel slighted. As

Royals owner Ewing Kaufmann said,
"We have given, given, given. I'm
getting tired of giving. I think we've
done our share down the road." My
advice to the owners, then, would be
to stand tall but watch out. Remember,
the players originally wanted all two-
to-three year players to be eligible for
arbitration, not just 17% of them.
When the next contract negotiations
roll around, you can bet the players
will be whining for more.

They will probably also be fighting
for a larger cash donation to their pen-
sion fund from the annual 55 million
dollar mark. This is one of those little
ironies of life that Rhodes does not
teach: Those who have large cash
donations to their pension fund
generally don't need a pension fund in
the first place.

So remember, when we all go home
for the summer break to encourage the
neighborhood kids to keep playing
baseball. After all, if they make it to
the big leagues the vacation is long,
the hours short, and the pay isn't bad,
either.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.

Apply for Army ROTC summer leader-
ship training. You'll develop confidence
and decisiveness essential for success.
And you'll qualify to earn officer credentials
while completing college.

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Captain Sam Blanchard
678-2933
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Faculty Respond To Daughdrill Even More Letters
Members of the Rhodes College

' Faculty Professional Interests Com-
- mittee have recently heard you ar-

ticulate directions toward which you
* would like to see the college academic

program move and guidelines you
wish to create to encourage ideological
diversity within the faculty. We write
to request clarification on some points.

Matters Not In Question
Let us begin, however, by recogniz-

ing some points on which you and we
are agreed. First, you affirm the need
for untrammelled expression of vary-
ing and diverse points of view. We

' agree. Let this college assiduously
preserve and encourage freedom of in-
quiry and of expression-for both
students and faculty for the expression
of ideas of both the "left" and the
"right," for both popular and un-
popular causes. Indeed, Mr. President,
we see one of the important duties of
your office as the defense of this
freedom from whatever pressures may
rise against it, whether from within the
campus or from without.

Second, you call for a more diver-
sified faculty. We agree. We see the
road toward this goal as an increased
effort to recruit faculty members from
groups previously insufficiently
represented, notably women and non-
white minorities. In recent months we
have seen what seems to us to be a
softening-of the college's commitment
to the aggressive recruitment women
and minorities for the faculty, but we
hope that your recent statements about
faculty diversity mean that we can
count you as an ally in this effort.

Third, you have called for our
academic program to have a more in-
ternational focus. We agree. Several
decades ago, the need was that our
regional college have a national vision.
The need now, for us and for all in-
stitutions of higher education, is to
have an international vision. Such a vi-
sion has implications for Rhodes Col-
lege in many directions: increased
teaching of non-European languages,
increased recruitment of foreign
students and faculty, reconsideration
of the "canon" of literature and
philosophy that comprises the core of
our humanities curriculum, refocusing
of that important interdisciplinary
course now named "Search for Values
in the Light of Western History and
Religion," international vision in
teaching of the social sciences. We
welcome you as an ally in the move
to make our curriculum more
international.

Diversity That Is Already
Present In Our Faculty

In your March speech to the facul-

Letter To The Editors
(Continued from Page 2)

sidered a liberal or a conservative opi-
nion? Would invoking it be a conser-
vative or a liberal thing to do? If so,
would it be just a conservative or just
a liberal thing to do?

Now, a tentative hypothesis: Any
label (whether conservative/liberal,
feminine/masculine, typical stu-
dent/teacher/administrator, etc.) is a
pre-judgement inherited from the
language of the culture, but to let the

ty, you noted that you had never heard
two faculty members engage one
another in public debate about a
significant current issue. If your obser-
vation does indeed reflect the situation,
perhaps it grows from the fact that
faculty do not choose rhetorical con-
tests as the best way to go about what
they are doing. But if your comment
refers to the presence or absence of
diverse points of view among present
members of the faculty, we feel that
you may not be sufficiently informed.
Members of the faculty may be readi-
ly named who stand on either side of
such currently debated questions as the
issue of Israel versus the Arabs, of
mainland China versus Taiwan, of
sanctity of fetal life versus freedom of
choice, of capital punishment versus
the abolishment of capital punishment,
of gun control versus the right to bear
arms, even, let it be said, of member-
ship in the Republican Party versus the
Democratic. Until three or four years
ago we could have said that our facul-
ty included both capitalists and Marx-
ists. (The Marxist professor in ques-
tion was a theoretical Marxist, not a
Russian sympathizer or communist.)
Unfortunately, our resident Marxist
left, and the diversity of our faculty
noticeably diminished. As a matter of
fact, we suspect that if our faculty is
under-diversified it is not because of
an insufficiency of "right-wingers,"
but the opposite.

The Labeling of People as
"Conservative" and "Liberal"
Is any good purpose served by label-

ing professors in a liberal arts college
"conservative" or "liberal"?
Is academic debate an attempt to win
ideological battles, or is it a
cooperative effort to find truth? If one
professor is able to persuade another
professor to a different way of seeing
things, the result would not seem to be
a triumph by one as the "winner" and
hostility by the other as "loser," but
elation by both that a move towards
'truth has happened. When faculty are
doing their jobs professionally, they do
not seek to win converts to an
ideological cause, whether it be Chris-
tianity, capitalism, the Republican par-
ty, or a peace movement. They seek
to move an ongoing dialogue a little
bit forward in the quest for truth and
for justice. They seek, for themselves
and for their students, an opening in
the forest where the sun may shine
through.

Shall Education Be
By Ideological Confrontations?
In the last seventeen years, you have

implied many times that this college

labels masquerade as informed
judgments only compounds prejudice.
Labels are abbreviated thinking; in-
voking them thoughtlessly and fre-
quently, out loud and in silence, may
abbreviate meaningful discussion.

My own unsolicited opinion is that
we need not focus on importing any
more "conservative voices" to this
campus. We have them already:
students, faculty, administrators, staff.
If we could get beyond pinning one
another with these labels like some

should have a consensus approach in
its academic program: honest inquiry
in many disciplines, brought together
under the umbrella of "a Christian
view of life." But now you seem to
prefer open confrontational debate in
our academic arena. Do we correctly
understand that you are announcing an
important change in the objectives of
the college?

Some Questions
1. What do the terms "liberal" and

"conservative" mean? Notably, what
do they mean as applied to the various
disciplinary departments - e.g.,
biology, English literature,
psychology, music? Or what do they
mean as applied to social issues, such
as the right to burn an American flag,
or the right to dial a 900-number to
receive a pornographic message?

2. Are there limits as to the diversi-
ty you seek? Do you wish to see an
avowed atheist in the Department of
Philosophy or the Department of
Religious Studies, a Marxist in the
Department of Economics, an anar-
chist in the Department of Political
Science, a recent-creationist in the
Department of Biology?

3. If varying ideological viewpoints
are to be recruited for the faculty, are
you to be the one who will designate
the issues that are sufficiently impor-
tant to influence the appointment of a
faculty member? Who will ascertain
whether the diversity needed is on the
right or on the left?

4. Do you feel that liberal education
will be served by emphasizing
ideological clash rather than by em-
phasizing collegial dialogue in an
ongoing quest for truth and
enlightenment?

5. In the faculty recruitment pro-
cess, is it professionally appropriate to
sift applicants for positions on the basis
of their political views?

6. Have you considered the effect on
student recruitment to the college, both
in numbers and in quality of students,
if it is widely perceived that
ideological litmus tests will be used to
screen faculty who will teach our
students?

In Conclusion ...
We remain with questions as to what

you mean by ideological diversity at
Rhodes College. We hope that your
response will help clarify these mat-
ters which we all deem important to
the college and to the education of our
students.

colony of voodoo dolls, opening up
more to talk and to listen, it might not
be so hard to find common ground -
not an ideological battleground.

Silence is golden if the talk is cheap.
By sticking fast to the issues at hand
and cutting down on this name-calling,
we can conserve our energies and keep
the phrase "academic question" from
meaning "a largely moot point".

Tom Park

To the Editors:
While I enjoy occasional editorials

with humorous overtones, when an ar-
ticle claims to bring in a specific ex-
ample, it should be at least somewhat
accurate. Reading Stinson Liles' arti-
cle last week I was affronted by its lack
of investigative journalism. I would
like to clarify what happened on the
day of the ground breaking for
Buckman Hall.

A small group of students met and
decided to go to the ground breaking
as a unified statement about our feel-
ings on racism. We realized that it
would be very difficult not to have our
statement misinterpreted, and
therefore decided to meet beforehand
at Tuthill to make sure as many as
possible of the students who decided
to participate would understand the
purpose. When we met there we pro-
ceeded to make the 'buttons' and to
discuss what we would represent at the
ceremony. We went to the ground
breaking ceremony to make a state-
ment. A statement that we felt, and
feel, that racism is wrong.

Many of us had attended the meeting

To the Editors:
OK, folks, time for some serious

thought about your favorite dish and
mine - baked potatoes. These little
morsels have an interesting ability.
They lead double lives. Sometimes
they are side dishes, while at other
times they are elevated to the status of
entree. What a joy it is to walk through
the line and see steaks sitting right next
to their natural companions, baked
potatoes. One of my favorite combina-
tions as a child, I longed for the
weekend when my family would go
out to a steak house so that I could
order a nice big juicy steak and a large
baked potato. You can't separate the
two in my mind. If you eat a steak, you
eat a baked potato. Well, not at the
Rat.

The Rat is a victim of a fad that must
have started in the eighties, for I never
saw it before then. The potato bar.
Ever see one of those when you were
a little kid? Nope. I figure they came
into being about 6 years ago at a
Shoney's or some such place. Some
little brat refused to eat his baked
potato, and his mother, in desperation,
went to the salad bar and sprinkled
some bacon bits and cheese on it, in
an attempt to appease the kid. The
manager, unfortunately; saw this, and
as one thing leads to another, now I
can't get a baked potato with my steak.
I don't know, maybe my childhood
was weird or something. I cannot
recall having ever asked my mom,
"What's for dinner" and her respond-
ing, "Baked potatoes." Never hap-
pened. Well, enough of baked
potatoes. Maybe someone with some

between Buckman and the students and
were dissatisfied with the answers we
received to questions about Buckman
Labs' policies in South Africa. Some
students wrote a letter to the company
asking for more specific answers. At
the time of the ground breaking they
had received no answer to this letter.
It is not that we felt Buckman Labs
was entirely wrong in their decision to
remain in South Africa, but that they
had not demonstrated that they were
actually working towards the change
that they claimed their continued
presence promoted.

The students who attended the
ceremony were not "protest(ing) the
naming of Buckman Hall." We
recognized the need for the new
building and appreciated the generosi-
ty of the Buckmans which is helping
to make it possible. At the ceremony
we were making a statement about
racism that we felt should be known.
If there were some who were not well
informed; I can only say that we did
everything which we could
think of to prevent this misinformation.

Ann Goodson

brains will change their status back to
side-dish, as it ought to be.

One more thing about the Rat. First,
though, let me assert that some of the
people who work there are, without a
doubt, some of the nicest people I
know on this campus. There are
others, though, who have attitude-
problems that would not be tolerated
in a normal place of business, not even
at McDonalds. Of course, the students
here, at least those on the board plan,
do not have the ready option of eating
elsewhere ALL the time. Maybe that's
why people who serve food at
restaurants tend to be nice to
customers.

(I know that's the reason, I've work-
ed in four different fast food
restaurants.) I can imagine how hard
it must be to work in the Rat, I
acknowledge that it's a dirty job,
especially considering the fact that no
small minority of the students here
have manners that would lead one to
believe they were snotty, self-centered
brats. But I also know that there is at
least one person here who says please
and ma'am and sir to every person in
the Rat. And that person doesn't ap-
preciate having his plate slung at himr
or being made to feel like he is in-
conveniencing the person serving him.

Do I want to make any suggestion,
on how to improve the Rat? Not real-
ly. Things will probably stay the same.
The Rat is playing to a literally cap.
tive audience, why should the peoph
in charge be interested in running i
like a profit-seeking business in the
competitive world?

J. Michael Stanle)

Rhodes Baseball Team Welcomes Alumni This Weekenc
by Emily M. Newsom

Saturday Rhodes will host the se-
cond annual Rhodes Baseball Alumni
Game. At 2:30, the current baseball
team will take on the alumni in a nine
inning game. The Alumni team will

consist of players from all of Coact
Gordon Ellingsworth's previou:
Rhodes teams. The Alumni are look
ing to better the 8-8 tie in last year':
game and beat the collegiates in thit
contest.

Forum: Part II
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HYPE
days of Thomas Malthus who
predicted geometric growth in the
population, but only arithmetic growth
in the food supply. He said that the
world will eventually run out of
resources-an argument supported by
environmentalists. The fact of the mat-
ter is that we are in no danger of run-
ning out of resources or room in the
world. In the nations where hunger ex-
ists there is an improper method of
allocating and distributing food.
Typically these nations are govern-
ment (or inefficiently) run. The pric-
ing market is the most certain way to
determine if a resource is becoming
scarce, for if one did its price would
become inflated and people would shift
to substitute product. Also, the en-
vironmentalists would have one look
at how crowded some of the Asian
countries are to support their claim for
slowed growth in the population. Here
are some facts to ponder: New Jersey
has a higher population density than
China and Japan. So does West Ger-
many. If everyone in the world stood
in one area they could fit into Jackson-
ville, Florida. If you gave every family
in the world a third of an acre and a
house, they would all fit in Texas. So
there is not a land problem or a
resource problem or a food problem.

(From Page 3)
The problem lies in the way the gover-
ment allocates the food and the way it
subsidizes, in many cases, living in the
city. If the capital markets were allow-
ed to function freely, we would see an
end to the hunger problems in these
lands. Curbing a nation's population
growth is not the way to solve pro-
blems, it only creates them.

These are arguments which one who
only watches the news might not hear.
It is important to understand that the
true agenda behind the environmen-
talism is more government control.
But look at the facts and judge them
for yours ;lves.

You may decide that there is indeed
a greenhouse effect and that the pro-
per moral response is to spend the 21.5
billion dollars a year that Congress
will probably decide to spend on the
Clean Air Bill to marginally clean the
environment. Or you may decide that
environmental awareness is good, but
environmentalism and its agenda is not
right.

It is perhaps a moral decision more
than anything else, but you should be
aware that there are opposing
arguments against the environmental
catastrophe-even though these facts
are not sensational and will not make
it on the evening news.

0a

rites of spring information!!

For your safety and protection, Social
Commission has adopted some new security

P policies affecting Rites of Spring. Please
become familiar with them to help us insure

the success of this event.

S1. The area from the Student Center to Palmer will be

enclosed with fencing. Access will be through specified

'gates only.

2. Wristbands will be distributed to all students on Friday,

April 6 in the Student Center and on Saturday, April 7 at a

table adjacent to the amphitheatre. You must wear your

wristband in order to enter the concert area.

3. If you are hosting guests, you must register them with

Social Commission when you pick up your wristband. A $5

fee will be charged for each guest's wristband.

4. Security guards will be posted at each entrance to

0 check wristbands, and they will be patrolling throughout

the campus for your protection.

5. Absolutely no glass containers will be allowed into the

enclosed concert area. You cannot enter into the

amphitheatre with any glass container.

Hype, Rites and Dabbles
Thursday, April 5, 1990

Summer Employment
The Admissions Office will be interviewing interested
applicants for summer employment during the month
of April. There are two positions available to current
students. Responsibilities include office work, recep-
tionist duties and giving tours. The positions begin
the middle of May and end the middle of August. the
hours are from 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m., Monday-Friday.
The pay is minimum wage. If interested, please con-
tact Dorothy Brownyard in Room 102 Palmer or call
x3700.
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